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in Dissecting Jets

Calculations Past, Present, and Future
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QCD calculations
for controlling
theory systematics

Why Calculations?
Why not jet substructure from data/MC?

QCD calculations
to build intuition
(and breakdown biases)
about jet substructure

τ2/τ1

[ATLAS: CERN-PH-EP-2012-031]

Of course:

Today’s Focus:  
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Outline

(Disclaimer:  This is a personal view, not a comprehensive summary.)

(Calculations for Precision)

Calculations for Insight

Calculations for Liberation

Unfinished Business from Boost 2012

Back to Basics for Boost 2013

Thinking Beyond IRC Safety for Boost 2014
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Calculations for Precision
Unfinished Business from Boost 2012

Key substructure observable:  Jet Mass

Important 
theoretical 
progress!

Jet masses from two groups

Resummed jet masses compared to Monte Carlo showers

These results are a significant theory development of the
workshop

but, be aware of the fine print

Gavin Salam (CERN/Princeton/CNRS) Boost Theory Summary Boost 2012-07-27 14 / 33

[from 2012 summary by Salam]
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Exclusive Measurement:
Mass of hardest jet,
restricting additional radiation?

The Fine Print
What is “the jet mass spectrum”?

Inclusive Measurement:
Mass of any jet in an event?

Semi-Inclusive Measurement:
Mass of hardest jet in an event?

Non-global logarithms

BUT, even if we use anti-kt, exponentiation of the 

independent emission is not the whole story

The jet-mass is a non-global observable: it 

receives single log corrections from correlated 

emission

This is a CFCA term and it’s missed by single 

gluon exponentiation

In principle we need to consider any number of 

gluons outside the jet

Colour structure becomes intractable, so the 

resummation is performed in the large Nc limit

k1 k2 p1

p2

Dasgupta and Salam (2001)
Banfi, Marchesini and Smye (2002)

Non-global Logarithms!

[see talk by Schabinger]

[figure from 
Marzani]Non-global logarithms

BUT, even if we use anti-kt, exponentiation of the 

independent emission is not the whole story

The jet-mass is a non-global observable: it 

receives single log corrections from correlated 

emission

This is a CFCA term and it’s missed by single 

gluon exponentiation

In principle we need to consider any number of 

gluons outside the jet

Colour structure becomes intractable, so the 

resummation is performed in the large Nc limit

k1 k2 p1

p2

Dasgupta and Salam (2001)
Banfi, Marchesini and Smye (2002)

XExclusive:
Veto additional 

radiation

vs.
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The Fine Print
What is “the jet mass spectrum”?
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FIG. 17: Comparison of the Pythia jet mass spectrum for inclusive pp → jets to the corresponding ATLAS data [26].
Pythia results are shown at parton level (dotted), including hadronization (dashed), and including hadronization and multiple
interactions (solid). The final Pythia results reproduce the data well.
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FIG. 18: Comparison of our exclusive NNLL calculation with ATLAS inclusive jet mass data [26]. The peak position of our
gluon jets from gg → Hg agrees remarkably well with the inclusive dijet data. For the ATLAS date there is presumably a
shift to lower values due to quark jets which is compensated by a shift to higher values due to hadronization and multiple
interactions.

imate hard process independence only holds separately
for gluon or quark jets, which themselves have fairly dif-
ferent jet mass spectra, see Fig. 5(b). Therefore when
varying the hard process we expect the dominant change
in the jet mass spectrum to be related to the process
dependent fraction of quark and gluon jets produced.

In Fig. 18 we compare our NNLL result for pp → H +
1 jet and for gg → Hg to the ATLAS data for pp →
jets. Recall that the peak location of the NNLL H +
1 jet calculation matches well with that from Pythia,
see Fig. 15. Because of the significant contribution from
quark jets the H + 1 jet spectrum peaks to the left of
the spectrum from dijets. On the other hand, the peak
location with pure gluon jets (gg → Hg) agrees quite well
with the data on dijets, particularly for the larger pJT bin.
From the results already obtained above, we expect only
small differences (comparable to the ATLAS error bars)
for effects related to the choice of the jet algorithm, the

choice of inclusive versus exclusive jets, or the choice of
looking at gluon jets in dijets or in Higgs production.
On the other hand there will be a more significant shift
of the spectrum to the left from quark channels in the
dijet production, and a shift to the right from adding
hadronization and underlying event, neither of which is
included in the solid red curve. The agreement between
peak locations seems to indicate that these two effects
largely compensate for one another. Finally, there will
be an effect related to the fact that there are nontrivial
color correlations in gg → gg which are not present in
gg → Hg (these effects are not apparent in Pythia, see
Fig. 12).

One may also look at the peak heights in Fig. 18, for
which the agreement is not as good. As described earlier,
this effect is related to the fact that we have not yet
included nonsingular corrections. These corrections are
known to decrease the tail to enable it to rapidly fall off

[from Jouttenus, Stewart, Tackmann, Waalewijn]

Inclusive (ATLAS data)
vs. Exclusive (NNLL calc)

(many important caveats to this plot)

Exclusive Measurement:
Mass of hardest jet,
restricting additional radiation?

Inclusive Measurement:
Mass of any jet in an event?

Semi-Inclusive Measurement:
Mass of hardest jet in an event?

vs.

[see talk by Schabinger]
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Calculations for Precision
Unfinished Business from Boost 2012

Lesson:  For high precision, need to 
correlate measurement and calculation

Option 1:  Accept non-global complications

Option 2:  Do more exclusive measurements

Option 3:  Find observables less sensitive to soft physics
(see e.g. mMDT)

c.f. jet vetoes in precision Higgs cross sections
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Calculations for Insight
Back to Basics for Boost 2013

Explosion of jet substructure methods/observables!
[see talks by Bertolini, Low, Lou, El Hedri, Tseng,

Larkoski,  Waalewijn, Curtin, Cogan, Chien, Han, ...]

e.g. Quarks vs. Gluons e.g. Boosted Tops
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FIG. 2: 2D Histograms of the two best observables, along with the likelihood formed by combining them bin-by-bin.

of this figure, we show the 2D bin-by-bin likelihood dis-
tribution. Given these variables, the discriminant that
achieves optimal gluon rejection for a fixed quark effi-
ciency is a simple cut on the appropriate likelihood con-
tour. Cutting out the top-right corner, for example, elim-
inates the most egregiously gluey jets. In practice, this
can be pre-computed or measured in each jet pT window.
As part of jet energy scale calibrations, Atlas [22] has
measured these two variables in dijet, γ-jet, and multi-
jet samples and used them individually to determine the
flavor composition to 10% precision.
The same method can be applied for more than 2 ob-

servables, but then the exact likelihood becomes impos-
sible to map efficiently with limited training samples. A
multivariate technique like Boosted Decision Trees can
be employed to approximate this multidimensional like-
lihood distribution, as explained in [18].
In summary, quite a number of single variables do com-

parably well, while some (like pull or planar flow) do
quite poorly at gluon tagging. We examined many com-
binations of observables, and found significant improve-
ment by looking at pairs, but only marginal gains be-
yond that. The results for the gluon rejection as a func-
tion of quark efficiency are shown for a number of the
more interesting observables and combinations in Fig-
ure 3 for 200GeV jets. The relative performance of
variables changed little with pT even though the op-
timal cuts do. Definitions and distributions of these
variables, and thousands of others, can be found on
http://jets.physics.harvard.edu/qvg. Good pairs
of variables included one from the discrete category de-
scribed above, such as particle count, and one more con-
tinuous shape variable, like the linear radial moment
(girth).
As an example using these curves to estimate the im-

provement in a search’s reach, consider X → WW →
qq̄qq̄ whose background is mostly 4-jets from QCD, each
of which is a gluon 80% of the time [3]. By operating at
60% quark efficiency, only 1/10th of gluons pass the tag-
ger, which means (20%)4 of the total QCD background
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FIG. 3: Gluon rejection curves for several observables as a
function of Quark Jet Acceptance. The results for 200GeV
Jets are shown, but other samples give similar results. The
best pair of observables is charged track multiplicity and lin-
ear radial moment (girth). The best group of five also includes
jet mass for the hardest subjet of size R=0.2, the average kT
of all Rsub=0.1 subjets, and the 3rd such small subjet’s pT
fraction.

passes. One measure of statistical significance in a count-
ing experiment is S/

√
B, perhaps within a particular in-

variant mass window. Any starting significance can be
improved by a factor of 3.2 using these cuts. The 60%
operating point was chosen to maximize this significance
improvement for this particular background composition,
which highlights the need to characterize background re-
jection for all signal efficiencies.

Measurements of these variables are underway, but it
would be very interesting to see distributions of and cor-
relations between as many of the variables in Figure 3
as possible. To this end, it has recently been observed
that 99% pure samples of quark jets can be obtained in
γ+2jet events, and 95% pure samples of gluon jets can be

Jet Substructure at the Tevatron and LHC 35

(a) all pT , optimised (b) pT 500–600 GeV, optimised

(c) all pT (d) pT 500–600 GeV

Figure 15. Mis-tag vs. efficiency for several top tagging methods, as tested
on herwig++ tt̄ and dijet samples. For Figures (a) and (b), the input
parameters are optimised for each efficiency point. The input parameters for
the unoptimised scans are taken from the 35% efficiency point in Figure (b).

performance. This simulation has yet to be extensively studied, so the results presented

here should be considered preliminary and interpreted with caution.

The detector simulation code is available at the author’s website,

http://atlas.physics.arizona.edu/~loch, and is also provided with SpartyJet as

the RadialSmearingTool tool. You can use it in a SpartyJet analysis via:

builder = SJ.JetBuilder()

builder.add_jetTool_input(SJ.RadialSmearingTool())

<add analyses and run...>

Comparing Figures 14–16 with 17 we can see that including realistic detector

[from Gallicchio, Schwartz] [from Boost 2011 Report]

To what extent do they probe the same/different physics?
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Provably:  Full matrix element method

Calculations for Insight
Back to Basics for Boost 2013

Maximize Discrimination Power?

Maximize Intuition?

[see talks by Soper (Shower Deconstruction)
and Backovic (Template Overlap)]

Focus on lowest-order analytic behavior
Show why observables are sensitive to desired physics
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The Strongly-Ordered Limit
Basis for parton shower

...Eikonal Hard Quark/Gluon

In soft & collinear limit:

C = 4/3 (q), 3 (g)
z = Energy Fraction
θ = Splitting Angle

Uniform in logarithmic plane

Gluon Haze Surrounding...

P =
2αsC

π

dz

z

dθ

θ

R
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The Strongly-Ordered Limit
Basis for parton shower

...Eikonal Hard Quark/Gluon

In soft & collinear limit:

C = 4/3 (q), 3 (g)
z = Energy Fraction
θ = Splitting Angle

Uniform in logarithmic plane

log
1

z

log
R

θ

Gluon Haze Surrounding...

P =
2αsC

π

dz

z

dθ

θ

x

x
x

x

[variant of this plane likely to appear
in talks by Salam, Marzani, Larkoski, me, ...]

R
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The Strongly-Ordered Limit
Basis for parton shower

...Eikonal Hard Quark/Gluon

In soft & collinear limit:

C = 4/3 (q), 3 (g)
z = Energy Fraction
θ = Splitting Angle

Uniform in logarithmic plane

log
1

z

log
R

θ

Gluon Haze Surrounding...

collinear
limit

soft
limit

soft &
collinear

wide

hard
P =

2αsC

π

dz

z

dθ

θ

x

x
x

x

[variant of this plane likely to appear
in talks by Salam, Marzani, Larkoski, me, ...]

R
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log
1

z

log
R

θ

Immediate Observations:

collinear
limit

soft
limit

soft &
collinear

wide

hard

Arbitrary emissions?
Captures (some) physics

at all orders in αs

Soft/collinear singularities?
Logarithmic plane extends

up and to the right

IRC safe observables?
Smooth behavior in singular limit
(virtual contributions at infinity)

x

x
x

x

RThe Strongly-Ordered Limit
Basis for parton shower
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log
1

z

log
R

θ

Easy to Estimate Observables!

E.g. Jet Mass

x

x
x

xm2
jet � E2

jet z θ
2

Dominant emission...
...sets jet mass

R

[see talk by Larkoski
for slower derivation]

low
 m

ass

high m
ass

The Strongly-Ordered Limit
Basis for parton shower
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log
1

z

log
R

θ

Easy to Estimate Observables!

E.g. Jet Mass

x

x
x

xm2
jet � E2

jet z θ
2

Dominant emission...
...sets jet mass

R

Veto additional emissions

[see talk by Larkoski
for slower derivation]

low
 m

ass

high m
ass

The Strongly-Ordered Limit
Basis for parton shower

Normalized Cross Section

Sudakov Factor
(probability to get measurement below mmax)

∆(mmax) = e−
2αsC

π

1
σ

dσ
dm = d

dm∆(m)
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Better Starting Intuition than Fixed-Order 
 

Realistic parton showers include 
additional effects (like running αs)
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Figure 4. Mass distributions for jets with |y| < 2.0 in the 300–400 GeV pT bin. Jets shown are
Cambridge-Aachen (top left), Cambridge-Aachen after splitting and filtering (top right) and anti-kt
(bottom).

– 9 –

[ATLAS: CERN-PH-EP-2012-031]
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log
1

z

log
R

θ

AP
Splitting

Functions

Antennae
Functions

(color correlations)
dz/z
dθ/θ

Fixed Order 
Corrections

x

x
x

x

Strongly-Ordered Limit:
Leading logarithmic terms

(i.e. αs log2 m/E)

Higher-Order Effects:
Running αs, Multiple Emissions,

Full Splitting Functions,
Soft Color Correlations,
Fixed-Order Corrections,
Non-global Logarithms, ...

R

(Many effects already included in 
existing parton showers)

Systematically Improvable
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To improve discrimination, need to probe subleading structures (e.g. EEC)

Quark/Gluon Discrimination is Hard
[see talk by Larkoski]

In soft & collinear limit...

C = 4/3 (q), 3 (g)
z = Energy Fraction
θ = Splitting Angle

P =
2αsC

π

dz

z

dθ

θ

...only difference between quarks and gluons is color factor.

At this order, all* observables has same discrimination power!

Gluon Mistag = x9/4⇒Quark Efficiency = x

[Larkoski, Salam, JDT]
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Comparison of Jet Grooming Methods
[see talks by Salam, Marzani]

(Not actually a mass drop,
really a “soft drop”)

log
1

z

log
R

θ

log
1

z

log
R

θ

Trimmed Jet Mass mMDT Jet Mass

log
1

fcut

log
R

Rsub

log
1

ycut

Need to be aware of differing behavior
Trimming:  Sudakov double logs (but broadly applicable)

mMDT:  “magical” analytic behavior (only for “2 parton” observables)

[Dasgupta, Fregoso, Marzani, Salam/Powling]
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Comparison of Jet Grooming Methods
[see talks by Salam, Marzani]

(Not actually a mass drop,
really a “soft drop”)

log
1

z

log
R

θ

log
1

z

log
R

θ

Trimmed Jet Mass mMDT Jet Mass

log
1

fcut

log
R

Rsub

log
1

ycut

Need to be aware of differing behavior
Trimming:  Sudakov double logs (but broadly applicable)

mMDT:  “magical” analytic behavior (only for “2 parton” observables)

[Dasgupta, Fregoso, Marzani, Salam/Powling]
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Calculations for Insight
Back to Basics for Boost 2013

Lesson:  Simple analytic methods can  
guide choice of observables

           Boost 2013:  “2 parton” (1-prong) observables
Expect Boost 2014:  “3 parton” (2-prong) observables

Strongly-ordered limit can highlight degeneracy/differences

New Substructure Checklist:   

• Identify Key Physics
• Construct (Clever) Observable
• Predict Discrimination with QCD
• Validate in Monte Carlo
• Test in Data
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Calculations for Liberation
Thinking Beyond IRC Safety for Boost 2014

Original Subtitle on Indico:
“what can and what cannot be calculated?”

If you have asked me a year ago...

IRC SafeFixed-Order?

FactorizableResummation?
[e.g. 2012 talk by Walsh]

Can?

IRC Unsafe

Non-Factorizable

Cannot?
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Perturbative
Control?

Non-Perturbative
Input?

IRC Safe? IRC Unsafe?

Yes
Order-by-order in αs

A More Nuanced Picture
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Figure 5: Comparison of our resummed and matched result NLL+LO (in red) to standard Monte
Carlo event generators, at the parton level.
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6. Dijets at the LHC

In this section we provide numerical predictions for the jet mass distribution in dijet events.

As before, we consider proton-proton collision at
√
s = 7 TeV, with jets defined according to

the anti-kt algorithm [27]. The main complication with respect to the Z+jet case previously

– 25 –

20

IRC Safe ≠ No Non-Perturbative
Reminders from Boost 2012

e.g. Power Corrections
in Jet Mass

Perturbative Evolution
of NP Corrections

[Dasgupta, Khelifa-Kerfa, Marzani, Spannowsky,
2012 talk by Marzani]

[Mateu, Stewart, JDT;
2012 talk by Mateu]
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FIG. 8. Universal power corrections extracted from
Pythia 8.162 (upper solid and dashed lines and dots) and
Herwig++ 2.6.0 (lower solid and dashed lines and dots) for
the generalized angularities τ(n,a). We use the measured
power corrections in the first two plots to fit for Ω(r, µ0)
at Q = 100 GeV, using Eq. (64) to evolve to different Q
scales. The curves in third plot are then predicted. The
dashed curves show the approximate formula in Eq. (66).

Ωe
1(µ), given by Eq. (55) with Eq. (58). Therefore we

emphasize that our analysis in this section only probes
the running in Eq. (63) and not the R-evolution [64, 65]
associated with Ωe

1(R, µ).

In Fig. 8 we plot Ω0
1−Ωn

1 for a = 0,−1,−2, n = 1, 2, 3,
and Q values ranging from 20 GeV to 200 TeV. At a
fixed scale Q, the power corrections are independent of a
with at most 5% variations, thus demonstrating the an-

Q = 100 GeV Q = 104 GeV

Pythia 8 Herwig++ Pythia 8 Herwig++

Ω0
1 − Ω1

1 0.7 GeV 0.6 GeV 1.3 GeV 0.9 GeV

Ω0, ln
1 − Ω1, ln

1 0.9 GeV 0.5 GeV 2.4 GeV 1.1 GeV

Ω0
1 − Ω2

1 1.1 GeV 1.0 GeV 2.3 GeV 1.6 GeV

Ω0, ln
1 − Ω2, ln

1 1.8 GeV 1.0 GeV 4.6 GeV 2.0 GeV

Ω0
1 − Ω3

1 1.5 GeV 1.3 GeV 3.2 GeV 2.1 GeV

Ω0, ln
1 − Ω3, ln

1 2.6 GeV 1.3 GeV 6.6 GeV 2.8 GeV

TABLE VII. Power correction differences extracted from the
fits in Fig. 8. The slope parameter Ωn, ln

1 is defined in Eq. (83).
These values have 10% to 20% uncertainties from the choice
of functional fit form.

ticipated universality.16 Note that both programs were
tuned to LEP Z pole and low energy data, so it is not
surprising that they have the same power corrections at
Q ∼ mZ . More interestingly, both programs show loga-
rithmic growth in Q for the power correction, as expected
from our results in Sec. VA. Numerically, this growth is
consistent with the form (lnQ)A/Q found in Ref. [1], and
the exponent A # 4CA/β0 ∼ 1.5 is presumably related to
the exponent in Eq. (64). A more concrete comparison is
difficult since the analysis in Ref. [1] effectively expands
about r = 1, and parametrizes the extra resulting loga-
rithmic singularity by a ln(µ/ΛQCD) factor that cancels
an αs(µ).
To show the importance of resummation, we fit for

the functional form of Ω(r, µ0). The solid lines in Fig. 8
have the full running in Eq. (64), while the dashed lines
correspond to the expansion in Eq. (66). These curves
were obtained following the procedure of Sec. VC, where
Ω(r, µ0) is modeled using the three basis functions

{1, r, (1− r)−1/4}, (82)

suitable orthonormalized. The inclusion of (1 − r)−1/4

is needed to capture the (integrable) peak of Ω(r, µ0) at
r = 1, though other choices (1 − r)k give comparable
results. We apply the fit form at Q = 100 GeV and use
Eq. (64) to determine Ω(r, µ) over the whole Q range.17

To show that this framework has some predictive power,
we fit Ω(r, µ0) using information from n = 1 and n = 2
over the whole Q range, and then extrapolate to n = 3.

16 The leading violation of universality can be attributed to differ-
ent matching coefficients de1(r) in Eq. (71).

17 As mentioned below Eq. (64), a more natural strategy would be
to apply the fit form at µ0 = 2 GeV. Because of large range
of scales in Fig. 8 resummation is always important with that
choice. By using µ0 = (100 GeV)/2 we are using the same scale
where Monte Carlos have been tuned, and we can also better
highlight the difference between the full and expanded running.

O(ΛQCD/pT )

Tuned on Z-pole Extrapolate to LHC

Non-perturbative input needed for precision calculations
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A More Nuanced Picture

Perturbative
Control?

Non-Perturbative
Input?

IRC Safe? IRC Unsafe?

Yes
Order-by-order in αs

Yes:  (Λ/Q)n

e.g. Power Corrections

Sometimes:
Perturbative Handle

Key:  Assess degree of sensitivity to NP physics
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Built from IRC Safe ≠ IRC Safe
[see talk by me]

Theorists tricked ATLAS to make 
an IRC unsafe measurement?

τ3/τ2

N-subjettiness: τ1 is IRC Safe
τ2 is IRC Safe
τ3 is IRC Safe

Don’t Panic:  

Strictly Speaking: τ2/τ1 is IRC Unsafe
τ3/τ2 is IRC Unsafe

These (and others) are “Sudakov Safe”
Higher degree of sensitivity to NP physics, but still calculable

[observed by Soyez, Salam, Kim, Dutta, Cacciari]
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A More Nuanced Picture

Perturbative
Control?

Non-Perturbative
Input?

IRC Safe? IRC Unsafe?

Yes
Order-by-order in αs

Yes:  (Λ/Q)n

e.g. Power Corrections

Sometimes:
Perturbative Handle

Sometimes
e.g. expansion in √αs

Key:  Assess degree of sensitivity to NP physics
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Jet Charge
Key development from Boost 2012

IRC Unsafe: 

But still calculationally tractable!

Can it work at the LHC? 

Jet charge at hadron colliders

David Krohn,∗ Tongyan Lin,† and Matthew D. Schwartz‡

Department of Physics, Harvard University, Cambridge MA, 02138

Wouter J. Waalewijn§

Department of Physics, University of California at San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093
(Dated: June 22, 2012)

Knowing the charge of the underlying parton initiating a light-quark jet in hadronic collisions could
be extremely useful both for testing aspects of the standard model and for characterizing possible
beyond-the-standard-model signals. We show that despite the complications of hadronization and
out-of-jet radiation, a weighted sum of the charges of the jet constituents can distinguish differently
charged jets to good accuracy. Potential applications include distinguishing leptophobic Z-prime
from W -prime resonances as well as standard model tests, such as jet charge in dijet events or
jet charge in hadronically-decaying W bosons in top-antitop events. We develop a systematically
improvable method to calculate moments of these charge distributions by coming multi-hadron
fragmentation functions with perturbative jet functions and perturbative evolution equations. We
show that the dependence on energy and jet size for the average and width of the jet charge can be
calculated despite the large experimental uncertainty on fragmentation functions. Conversely, jet
charge provides a way to measure moments of fragmentation functions more precisely.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), currently running
at CERN, provides an opportunity to explore properties
of the standard model in unprecedented detail, and to
search for new physics in previously unfathomable ways.
The extremely precise detectors at the atlas and cms

experiments can practically measure the energy and mo-
menta of every reasonably hard particle coming out of
each collision. In particular, they have excellent abil-
ity to see charged particles. One application of the
charged particle spectrum is in b-tagging: distinguish-
ing jets which originated from hard b-partons is critical
to many standard model and beyond the standard model
searches. In recent years, many additional ways to ex-
ploit the LHC detectors precision have been envisioned
and implemented, boosted jet tagging [1–3], new jet sub-
structure observables, jet grooming [4, 5], color-flow mea-
surements [6, 7], quark/gluon jet discrimination [8], etc.
(see [9] for a recent review). In this paper, we consider
the feasibility of measuring the charge of a jet.

The idea correlating some jet-based observable to the
charge of an underlying hard parton has a long his-
tory. In an effort to determine to what extent jets from
hadron collisions were similar to jets from leptonic col-
lisions, Field and Feynman [10] argued in 1977 that ag-
gregate jet properties such as jet charge could be mea-
sured and compared. Such properties were soon after
measured at Fermilab [11] and CERN [12] in charged-
current deep-inelastic scattering experiments, with clear
up- and down-quark jet discrimination, confirming as-
pects of the parton model. Another important historical
application was the light-quark forward backward asym-
metry in e+e− collisions, a precision electroweak observ-
able [13]. Despite its historical importance, there seem to
have been no attempts so far to see whether the charge
of light-quark jets can be measured at the LHC.

Most of the experimental studies of jet charge have
measured variants on the energy-weighted jet charge. We
define this observable for a jet of flavor i as

Qi
κ =

1

Ejet

∑

j∈jet

Qj(Ej)
κ (1)

where the sum is over particles in the jet, Qj is the in-
teger charge of the color-neutral object observed, and
κ is a free parameter. One can use transverse momen-
tum instead of energy with similar results. In the aleph
study [13], the projection of momentum on the thrust
axis was used and κ = 1.0 was found optimal for measur-
ing the forward-backward asymmetry. In some of the DIS
experiments [11] κ = 0.2 and 0.5 were used, as suggested
in [10].
In hadron-hadron collisions at high energy, such as at

the LHC, the particle multiplicities in the final state are
significantly larger than at low energy and at e+e- or
lepton-hadron colliders. Thus one naturally expects that
measuring the charge of a light quark jet at the LHC
should be extremely difficult, with the primordial quark
charge quickly getting washed out. In fact, it does seem
impossible on a jet-by-jet basis to tell whether jets origi-
nated from up or down quarks. However, as we will show,
the quark charge can in fact be extracted on a statisti-
cal basis. Moreover, the scale and jet-size dependence
of moments of the the jet charge can be calculated in
perturbative QCD.
Being able to measure jet charge would be tremen-

dously useful. First of all, it opens the door to a whole
new class of tests of the standard model test. For exam-
ple, the relative rates of uū or uu jets in a dijet sample
could be compared to QCD or the charge of hadronically
decaying W bosons from top quarks could be directly
measured. Secondly, jet charge would provide a unique

Measured the energy-weighted jet charge: 

•  Consider jets from  

Z � → ūu

!=1 

Work in progress with 
     David Krohn, Tongyan Lin  
                   and Wouter Waalewijn 

[Krohn, Lin, Schwartz, Waalewijn; 
2012 talk by Schwartz]

Can it work at the LHC? 

Jet charge at hadron colliders
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improvable method to calculate moments of these charge distributions by coming multi-hadron
fragmentation functions with perturbative jet functions and perturbative evolution equations. We
show that the dependence on energy and jet size for the average and width of the jet charge can be
calculated despite the large experimental uncertainty on fragmentation functions. Conversely, jet
charge provides a way to measure moments of fragmentation functions more precisely.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), currently running
at CERN, provides an opportunity to explore properties
of the standard model in unprecedented detail, and to
search for new physics in previously unfathomable ways.
The extremely precise detectors at the atlas and cms

experiments can practically measure the energy and mo-
menta of every reasonably hard particle coming out of
each collision. In particular, they have excellent abil-
ity to see charged particles. One application of the
charged particle spectrum is in b-tagging: distinguish-
ing jets which originated from hard b-partons is critical
to many standard model and beyond the standard model
searches. In recent years, many additional ways to ex-
ploit the LHC detectors precision have been envisioned
and implemented, boosted jet tagging [1–3], new jet sub-
structure observables, jet grooming [4, 5], color-flow mea-
surements [6, 7], quark/gluon jet discrimination [8], etc.
(see [9] for a recent review). In this paper, we consider
the feasibility of measuring the charge of a jet.

The idea correlating some jet-based observable to the
charge of an underlying hard parton has a long his-
tory. In an effort to determine to what extent jets from
hadron collisions were similar to jets from leptonic col-
lisions, Field and Feynman [10] argued in 1977 that ag-
gregate jet properties such as jet charge could be mea-
sured and compared. Such properties were soon after
measured at Fermilab [11] and CERN [12] in charged-
current deep-inelastic scattering experiments, with clear
up- and down-quark jet discrimination, confirming as-
pects of the parton model. Another important historical
application was the light-quark forward backward asym-
metry in e+e− collisions, a precision electroweak observ-
able [13]. Despite its historical importance, there seem to
have been no attempts so far to see whether the charge
of light-quark jets can be measured at the LHC.

Most of the experimental studies of jet charge have
measured variants on the energy-weighted jet charge. We
define this observable for a jet of flavor i as

Qi
κ =

1

Ejet

∑

j∈jet

Qj(Ej)
κ (1)

where the sum is over particles in the jet, Qj is the in-
teger charge of the color-neutral object observed, and
κ is a free parameter. One can use transverse momen-
tum instead of energy with similar results. In the aleph
study [13], the projection of momentum on the thrust
axis was used and κ = 1.0 was found optimal for measur-
ing the forward-backward asymmetry. In some of the DIS
experiments [11] κ = 0.2 and 0.5 were used, as suggested
in [10].
In hadron-hadron collisions at high energy, such as at

the LHC, the particle multiplicities in the final state are
significantly larger than at low energy and at e+e- or
lepton-hadron colliders. Thus one naturally expects that
measuring the charge of a light quark jet at the LHC
should be extremely difficult, with the primordial quark
charge quickly getting washed out. In fact, it does seem
impossible on a jet-by-jet basis to tell whether jets origi-
nated from up or down quarks. However, as we will show,
the quark charge can in fact be extracted on a statisti-
cal basis. Moreover, the scale and jet-size dependence
of moments of the the jet charge can be calculated in
perturbative QCD.
Being able to measure jet charge would be tremen-

dously useful. First of all, it opens the door to a whole
new class of tests of the standard model test. For exam-
ple, the relative rates of uū or uu jets in a dijet sample
could be compared to QCD or the charge of hadronically
decaying W bosons from top quarks could be directly
measured. Secondly, jet charge would provide a unique
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Knowing the charge of the underlying parton initiating a light-quark jet in hadronic collisions could
be extremely useful both for testing aspects of the standard model and for characterizing possible
beyond-the-standard-model signals. We show that despite the complications of hadronization and
out-of-jet radiation, a weighted sum of the charges of the jet constituents can distinguish differently
charged jets to good accuracy. Potential applications include distinguishing leptophobic Z-prime
from W -prime resonances as well as standard model tests, such as jet charge in dijet events or
jet charge in hadronically-decaying W bosons in top-antitop events. We develop a systematically
improvable method to calculate moments of these charge distributions by coming multi-hadron
fragmentation functions with perturbative jet functions and perturbative evolution equations. We
show that the dependence on energy and jet size for the average and width of the jet charge can be
calculated despite the large experimental uncertainty on fragmentation functions. Conversely, jet
charge provides a way to measure moments of fragmentation functions more precisely.

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC), currently running
at CERN, provides an opportunity to explore properties
of the standard model in unprecedented detail, and to
search for new physics in previously unfathomable ways.
The extremely precise detectors at the atlas and cms

experiments can practically measure the energy and mo-
menta of every reasonably hard particle coming out of
each collision. In particular, they have excellent abil-
ity to see charged particles. One application of the
charged particle spectrum is in b-tagging: distinguish-
ing jets which originated from hard b-partons is critical
to many standard model and beyond the standard model
searches. In recent years, many additional ways to ex-
ploit the LHC detectors precision have been envisioned
and implemented, boosted jet tagging [1–3], new jet sub-
structure observables, jet grooming [4, 5], color-flow mea-
surements [6, 7], quark/gluon jet discrimination [8], etc.
(see [9] for a recent review). In this paper, we consider
the feasibility of measuring the charge of a jet.

The idea correlating some jet-based observable to the
charge of an underlying hard parton has a long his-
tory. In an effort to determine to what extent jets from
hadron collisions were similar to jets from leptonic col-
lisions, Field and Feynman [10] argued in 1977 that ag-
gregate jet properties such as jet charge could be mea-
sured and compared. Such properties were soon after
measured at Fermilab [11] and CERN [12] in charged-
current deep-inelastic scattering experiments, with clear
up- and down-quark jet discrimination, confirming as-
pects of the parton model. Another important historical
application was the light-quark forward backward asym-
metry in e+e− collisions, a precision electroweak observ-
able [13]. Despite its historical importance, there seem to
have been no attempts so far to see whether the charge
of light-quark jets can be measured at the LHC.

Most of the experimental studies of jet charge have
measured variants on the energy-weighted jet charge. We
define this observable for a jet of flavor i as

Qi
κ =

1

Ejet

∑

j∈jet

Qj(Ej)
κ (1)

where the sum is over particles in the jet, Qj is the in-
teger charge of the color-neutral object observed, and
κ is a free parameter. One can use transverse momen-
tum instead of energy with similar results. In the aleph
study [13], the projection of momentum on the thrust
axis was used and κ = 1.0 was found optimal for measur-
ing the forward-backward asymmetry. In some of the DIS
experiments [11] κ = 0.2 and 0.5 were used, as suggested
in [10].
In hadron-hadron collisions at high energy, such as at

the LHC, the particle multiplicities in the final state are
significantly larger than at low energy and at e+e- or
lepton-hadron colliders. Thus one naturally expects that
measuring the charge of a light quark jet at the LHC
should be extremely difficult, with the primordial quark
charge quickly getting washed out. In fact, it does seem
impossible on a jet-by-jet basis to tell whether jets origi-
nated from up or down quarks. However, as we will show,
the quark charge can in fact be extracted on a statisti-
cal basis. Moreover, the scale and jet-size dependence
of moments of the the jet charge can be calculated in
perturbative QCD.
Being able to measure jet charge would be tremen-

dously useful. First of all, it opens the door to a whole
new class of tests of the standard model test. For exam-
ple, the relative rates of uū or uu jets in a dijet sample
could be compared to QCD or the charge of hadronically
decaying W bosons from top quarks could be directly
measured. Secondly, jet charge would provide a unique
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Very sensitive to fragmentation 
of partons to charged hadrons
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We’ve seen this before...
Analogy with Parton Distribution Functions

PDFs: Fundamentally
non-perturbative...

...with perturbative 
DGLAP evolution

[See talk by Waalewijn]

Same basic principle behind jet charge
(though more complicated evolution than PDF or fragmentation function)

New Application:  Track-Based Observables

fi(x) ⇔ �p|ψ(y)ψ(0)|p� µ
d

dµ
fi =

αs

2π
Pi→j ⊗ fj

 ...RG evolve to higher scale Measure at one scale...
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Perturbative
Control?

Non-Perturbative
Input?

IRC Safe? IRC Unsafe?

Yes
Order-by-order in αs

Sometimes
e.g. Ratio Observables in √αs

Yes:  (Λ/Q)n

e.g. Power Corrections
Yes:  O(1)

e.g. Track Functions

Sometimes:
Perturbative Handle

A More Nuanced Picture

Key:  Assess degree of sensitivity to NP physics
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“what can and what cannot be calculated?”
should

27

Calculations for Liberation
Thinking Beyond IRC Safety for Boost 2014

My old view:

Onus on theory community
to calculate other useful observables (or variants)

e.g. hadron multiplicity for quark vs. gluon

Onus on experimental community
to use IRC-safe jet observables

My evolving view: 

Lesson:  There are analytic approaches
for understanding IRC unsafe observables

Absolutely still the default
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(Calculations for Precision)

Calculations for Insight

Calculations for Liberation

28

Summary
 

Deep connection between what you measure and what you calculate

Dominant physics often captured by strongly-ordered limit
Theory can guide choice of optimal observables (for a given purpose)
Discovery of magical observables like mMDT

If an observable works in data/MC, onus on theory to understand it
IRC safety is not a necessary condition for analytic understanding
Non-perturbative effects matter even for IRC safe observables
New insights when working to all orders in αs

Key role of non-perturbative objects with perturbative evolution (c.f. PDFs)


